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DEVIL WIND 

 

(A legend of the Alas tribe) 

 

A story by Didakhmet Ashimkhan, translated by Richard Coombes 

 

I heard this story fifty years ago from an aged, itinerant healer. Everything 

about the whole episode was out of the ordinary: the old man himself, his 

story, and my condition. I was just starting to recover from a serious illness. To 

this day, I still suffer from fits of the shakes. All it takes is for me to remember 

my exhausting struggle with sickness and the old man with the fair complexion 

and white chapan.1 That venerable old man, stroking his beard and launching 

into stories about the old, old days. It turned out, in fact, that my condition 

was not the most important factor; it was the old man's stories that lay like a 

heavy weight on my heart. However, let me start from the beginning. 

Back then I was in sixth grade. I joined my parents for the spring holidays, in 

the Altai dells where my father was a shepherd. My father reckoned that I 

must be tired from all my studying, and did not insist on my saddling up one of 

our bald yearlings and rounding up the sheep. For days without stopping, I 

busied myself reading. I got through stacks of books, one after another, 

brought home from the village library. In the daytime, I had no one around me 

but my five-year-old little brother, whom I affectionately called 'Tompi'2. Not 

that Tompi showed any great interest in me. All day long he sat in the corner 

playing with asyks3, muttering under his breath. Sometimes Tompi tagged 

along behind our mother when she went to feed the lambs. My father was out 

in the pasture from early morning until late at night. All I did was lie around the 

house and read. Well, I say 'house', but it's hard to call the place we lived in a 

'house'—it was a one-room hut of chopped pine logs. In the corner by the door 

stood an iron stove with a hole in one side. Pride of place went to a veritable 

                                                           
1
 Chapan: a type of man’s coat. 

2 Tompi: quiet, peaceful. 
3 Asyks: knucklebones, the knee bones of sheep, used as toys by children. 
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tower of blankets, mattresses, and pillows. In the wall to the right there was a 

small, four-pane casement window. One of the panes was always open. It only 

needed someone to open the door and the spring wind swept in through the 

window and pierced you to the marrow. 

To my astonishment and delight, each of the books I had brought from the 

library turned out to be more interesting than the one before. As soon as I 

started reading, I was so captivated that I raced to get to the end. Everything I 

picked up drew me in, taking me deep down into a place where life was 

fascinating, wondrous. Ah! Everywhere I looked, I saw a world that was bright 

and colourful, vibrant and intricate—a secret, mysterious, beautiful world. 

Every time I entered this life, with its riot of colours and complex fabric of 

intertwining fates, I completely forgot that I was in a rotten one-room house. I 

so forgot myself that there I was, right there, sailing across the sea with the 

children of Captain Grant, heading for distant islands. Another time I went 

looking for treasure with Tom Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn. Then all of a 

sudden I had joined a band of seafaring pirates, ransacking ships. I felt quite 

ready to follow after them firing a gun or galloping on a horse. And if anything 

bad happened to any of my 'friends', I jumped up yelling, 'Ah, tough break!' 

Only at that point did I realize that I, poor devil, was not out on the blue sea, 

not on Treasure Island, but in a run-of-the-mill shepherd's house. And that 

made me sad. 

Then I would flop over onto my back and, looking up at the ceiling (long in 

need of a new coat of whitewash), plunge into a world of dreams. I started to 

fantasize about how to amaze my classmates. I had turned eleven already, and 

hadn't done anything that would make anyone sit up and take notice. All I did 

was go to school and come back, mouth tight shut the whole time. Tom 

Sawyer, though—look at him! The same age as me, but such a resourceful 

fellow, bright as a button. He was that kind of guy: he had the character to 

achieve his goal. He simply would not give up searching until he'd found the 

hidden treasure. In a single day he became a man of untold wealth, and 

astounded the whole populace. I, meanwhile ... I had a toe peeking out of a 

holey sock. What was I to do? How do you become a rich man—I mean, 

stinking rich? How good would it be if I had some magical power that helped 

me find bags of gold and silver buried in the ground. Gold and silver! Sparkling, 
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glittering gems! There was a reason why we sang about 'Golden Altai'. But 

where was this gold? And how were you supposed to find it? Wait a minute! 

Think! They say that when our rich landowners fled to China in the old days, 

they left all their wealth hidden here. Maybe I should go hunting for this 

treasure? My thoughts scattered in different directions, and I tossed and 

turned from side to side. 

In the end, I realized that this idea was no good. Those rich men were not so 

foolish as to hide their saddlebags stuffed with gold somewhere where they 

could easily be found. No, I needed to find another way to get rich. Think ... 

... And just when my head was so full of different whims and fancies that it was 

splitting open, something my history teacher had once said sparked in my 

memory, and I leaped up with joy. One day, showing us a chain of burial 

mounds stretching the length of our village, he had said, 'These are the graves 

of our ancestors who lived thousands of years ago. In those days, people 

believed that in the next world they would be able to enjoy the wealth they 

had accumulated on earth, and so the dead were buried along with their 

property. Including, of course, gold and silver and all sorts of expensive stuff. 

Knowing this, thieves and robbers plundered the tombs mercilessly. But still, 

there must be something left ...' 

We had a couple of these burial places at the end of our garden. Father always 

avoided them when he was moulding the potatoes. Why not dig them up? Get 

digging! And just think: these two burial mounds might be completely 

untouched ... 

... I could already see the glimmer of sparkling gold jewellery, beautiful 

jewellery with precious stones. My body was burning and shivering in turn, as 

if these wonderful things were about to become mine right now. My heart was 

racing. I lay like that, dreaming, and, without noticing, drifted into sleep. 

I don't know how long I slept. It felt as if I had slept soundly for about two 

hours. When I woke up, I felt a chill. The door was wide open. The window too. 

The wind was whistling through the room. There was no sign of Tompi, who 

had only moments before (it seemed) been playing in the corner with his 

asyks, making a little toy contraption out of them. He must have left the door 

open. My nose was clogged and it was difficult to breathe. My head was heavy. 
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There was a pounding in my temples. I tried to get up, and fell flat on my face. I 

struggled back up. My knees were shaking. I staggered outside. I thought it 

must be about daybreak. The red disk of the sun was at my back. In the west. 

What does that mean, I wondered. Surely the sun is supposed to rise in the 

east? Where are the others? Why has everyone woken up so early today? I felt 

sick. I tried to make myself vomit, but no luck. I stood for a while, swaying, 

then went over to the log lying in a nook beside the house, and sat on it. I 

looked east toward the range of mountain ridges. No, my eyes were watering; 

these were not mountains at all, but the seething waves of a boundless blue 

sea. Away off in the distance, the Altai peak Aksore sliced through this sea like 

a white ship. Captain Grant's ship, in fact, and on her, a band of fearless sailors, 

afraid of nothing and no-one. Ah, if only I could go with them to those far-off 

islands ... Suddenly I heard footsteps to my left. I looked around, and saw our 

shaggy-haired white-breasted dog. Before I knew it, he had jumped on top of 

me and was licking my face. 'Get off!' I yelled, and gave him a biff on the 

muzzle. He ran off a little way and sat on his hind legs, looking at me with 

mournful eyes. His whole appearance seemed to say, 'What kind of animals are 

these people? You give them a kiss and where does it get you? Nowhere.' Then 

my father appeared on his bay horse. He was hunched up, his dull grey chapan 

hanging off him, his hat crooked on his head. Behind him, her tarpaulin boots 

scraping, came my mother, leading Tompi by the hand. 

For some reason, their appearance, so familiar, suddenly seemed to me 

terribly joyless and wretched. For the first time in my life I thought, 'Why is my 

father only a shepherd?' 

'Hey! What are you doing sitting there?' asked my father, jumping down from 

his horse. 

I said nothing. 

'At least put a shirt on, son' said my mother, coming up to me.  

Still I was silent. 
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'Aga4, I played with the lambs,' Tompi said, hugging me. I felt a sudden urge to 

show my little brother some affection, and stretched out to kiss his puffed-out 

cheeks. At that very moment, my whole body shuddered. I swayed and fell to 

my knees. My forehead hit the ground and stayed there. 

'My God! He's sick!' wailed my mother, lifting me up. 

'Oh, oh, what's wrong?' I heard my father's frightened voice. 

My mother held me fiercely. I wanted to say something, but couldn't. The 

whole of my insides were burning. My head was spinning ... no, no, I thought—

it's the earth that's heeling over. What happened after that, I remember only 

dimly. My father picking me up and carrying me into the house. Putting me 

down by the wall and pressing something cold and wet to my head. My 

mother, sobbing, giving me two pills. 

I stopped being able to tell day from night, waking from sleeping. One time, 

Tompi snatched the book I was reading from my hand and ran out. 'Stop! Drop 

the book!' I screamed, and ran after him. He wouldn't stop and, giggling 

happily, carried on running toward the mountains. I chase after him at full tilt. 

I'm holding a pirate colt. 'Stop! I'll shoot!' I yell. He won't listen to me; he runs 

on, and suddenly begins to climb a high pine tree growing along the way. No, 

it's not a pine tree, it's the mast of a sailing ship. Tompi climbs to the very top 

of the mast and begins to tear out the pages of the book and scatter them over 

the sea. I shoot him with my gun. He falls, screaming. 

'Father! Father! I shot Tompi!' I say, choking, gasping for breath. 

My father was stroking my forehead. His hand was cold, so cold. He was 

wearing a white chapan. His beard was white, too. My father doesn't have a 

beard, I thought. I'm seeing things. I'm seeing a ghost. Then the vision began to 

fade, my sight cleared, and I found myself looking at a strange man. He was a 

large man, old, with a fair complexion and a long white beard. It was he who 

was stroking my forehead with his cold hand. My father was sitting a little 

further away, his head shaved, his expression gloomy. This was no dream; this 

was real. These were not ghosts, but my real father and some old man. 

                                                           
4 Aga: a respectful form of address to an older brother, something like 'sir'. 
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'Well, how are you, warrior?' the old man asked me. His eyes were big and 

bulging, and fixed on me. 

A tremor ran through my body, and I quickly squeezed my eyes tight shut. Who 

is this? What kind of man is he? 

'Son, open your eyes!', said the old man in a commanding voice. 

I refused to open them. I was afraid. I felt him take me by the wrist, digging his 

thumb into it. I tried to pull my hand away, but his tenacious fingers did not let 

go. 

'Don't worry, my young colt. The old man is a healer. Let him feel your pulse.' 

(This was my father's voice.) 

I felt my pulse beating under the old man's finger. 

After a while, the healer said, 'The boy has been given a pounding by the wind. 

The Devil has got the better of him. Bring me some water.' 

My mother's rapid footsteps could be heard from over by the door. 

'Father, what's wrong with the boy? Will he recover from this sickness?' (My 

mother's voice.) 

'Don't worry, dear child. Tomorrow he will be up and gadding about like a 

frisky foal. How could you leave the child at home on his own? In this old 

winter hut, this deserted place. There are demons and devils here.' 

Cold water splashed my face, and I flinched and opened my eyes. The old 

man's lips were moving and he was muttering to himself. He mumbled for a 

while, then blew on my face with hot breath: "Phhh!". Again he chanted a 

spell. And again 'Phhh! Phhh!' He repeated this several times. 

'Lift his head and help him sit,' the old man said to my father.  

Supporting the back of my head, my father lifted me up and helped me into a 

sitting position. The old man stood up. He was holding a whip. I cringed. He 

was going to beat me. 
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'Be gone, you unclean thing! Be gone!' The whip coursing across my back was 

soft. There was no pain. 

'Be gone, foul fiend, be gone! Away with you, down into the ravine! Away with 

you, up to the mountain ridge! Away with you, into the water! Phhh! Phhh!' 

Again the whip ran gently over my back. I noticed that I was feeling a little 

better. 

'Now wrap yourself up warm and lie down,' said the old man, looking at me 

with a smile. 

I lay down. The old man sat down, leaning against the pile of blankets. On the 

floor was spread a tablecloth, ready for a meal. And in it came—kuyrdak5, still 

smoking, and tea. 

I looked out quietly from under the blanket. My mother and father were 

blissfully sipping tea, apparently believing that the ailments I'd picked up really 

had fled, one into a ravine, another into the mountains. Tompi was sitting 

quietly between them, timidly looking at me as if to say, 'Why did you shoot 

me?' My eyes filled with tears. I wanted to jump up and kiss him. 'Oh, it's so 

good that it was all a dream!' I thought happily. 

'Can a drubbing from the wind really make someone faint?' asked my father. 

'He was raving all night like he was possessed. Might he not have picked up 

some other kind of sickness?' 

The old man smiled. He sipped his tea, and elaborated. 'My dear friend, the 

wind is no light matter. A long, long time ago, the Devil's Wind blew and a 

whole tribe vanished. Every one of them was lost.' 

I gave a start. The Devil's Wind? What's that? And how did a whole tribe 

disappear? 

My father was astonished. 'Now that is interesting,' he said. 

'It was not "interesting", let me tell you. The word you want is "awful". And it 

was all the fault of bragging old women.' 

                                                           
5
 Kuyrdak: a roast meal consisting of finely chopped giblets and meat. 
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At this, my mother was distressed, and she lowered her eyes. The old man 

noticed, and said, 'Dear child, when they spoke of an "old woman" like that in 

those days, they weren't making any reference to a "woman" as we 

understand the word now. Moreover, the leader of the tribe in this story was 

in the habit of using "old women" to refer to women and men alike.' 

My father had livened up. 'Honoured elder, you had just recalled an interesting 

story,' he said. 'Please, tell it to us from start to finish, and let the boy listen.' 

'He can listen, of course. But he won't grasp its meaning now. All he might 

manage now is to find something of interest in it. But I have no doubt that with 

age, every word in this story will fall into place, and he will understand.' 

'Honoured elder, you have aroused our interest! Tell us the story! Don't keep 

us waiting!' 

The old man pondered, combing his beard with his hand, then spent a little 

time coughing and clearing his throat. 'Get on with it!' I thought. I was also 

impatient to hear the tale.  

'Wherever there are people,' began the old man, 'there will always be old 

stories—true stories that last in the memory. They pass from father to son, 

from son to grandson, from grandson to great-grandson—in a word, from 

generation to generation. And what I'm going to tell you is one of those 

stories. Now listen.' 

*********** 

In the old, old days, far away from our Altai, lived the Alas tribe. Their pasture 

was full of cattle, their dwellings were full of people, and their yurts were 

sound, inside and out. Roaming the land near them was another tribe—the 

Mundar. Their spears were sharpened, their sabres too many to count. This 

tribe was constantly making raids on the folk of Alas, swords flashing. They 

seized cattle and took prisoners. In a word, the Mundar gave the Alas no rest. 

The men of Alas became desperate. Time and again, they came before their 

leader to plead with him. 'Your Highness!' they said. 'The Mundar have 

altogether the better of us. Come, let us mount our horses and take our 

swords from their scabbards.' To which their leader replied, 'We will continue 
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to be patient, whatever they may do. Perhaps they will come to their senses, 

and quieten down. But if we make war on them, we will destroy our own 

people. We are few enough without that.' In this way, the ruler restrained the 

impulses of his people. The Mundar, however, did not live up to the leader's 

hopes; they did not 'come to their senses.' On the contrary, day by day they 

grew more brazen. It reached the point that one day, in broad daylight, five 

men from the Mundar rushed into the tent of the Alas leader himself, spraying 

dust everywhere, handed him an oblong object wrapped in rawhide, and 

galloped off again without a word. When the leader unwrapped the rawhide, 

he saw two things: a poker with a ring placed on the sharp end, and a loosely 

braided whip. 

The leader turned for help to the wise elder of the tribe, who had seen much in 

his lifetime. 'What is this?' he asked. 

'The Mundar,' replied the elder, 'are saying: "I will make bondmaids of your 

women and bondsmen of your men." This is a sign that the faith of the Mundar 

in their own strength is unshakeable. That's clear enough, isn't it? In broad 

daylight, they smothered your tent with dust. And from among your people, 

not one man was found who would draw blood from those who showered you 

with dust. This says that the fire of the honour of your tribe has died out. Your 

own "We shall be patient; we shall wait" has brought our noble tribe of Alas to 

this.' 

The honoured elder thought for a while, then spoke again. 'Our land was 

Paradise, but the Mundar have turned it into Hell. This land is no longer able to 

afford us shelter. We must make our way towards the Altai. But the Mundar 

will not let us go there just like that. Do we have the fire in our hearts and the 

strength in our muscles to do battle with the Mundar while we make our way 

to the Altai? Or has the fire already burned up, and gone out?' 

The warriors, sitting with their heads bowed, looked sullenly at their leader. He 

frowned, and his expression was clouded. Suddenly he gave a start, leaped up, 

reached back and grabbed his Damascus sword, which he had not touched for 

a long time, and drew it from its sheath. The blade flashed in the sun, and the 

whole warrior host rose up, stirred by the impulse to fight. 

'Alas! Alas!' The warriors sent up a battle cry, and grasped their swords. 
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'Alas! Alas!' cried those standing outside, raising their spears. 

'Alas! Alas!' came the cry from the pastures and grasslands. 

'Do you hear that? Do you see it?!' the elder asked the leader. 'Yesterday your 

noble fellow tribesmen were no more than bleating sheep, enfeebled by your 

weakness of will. Today one flash of your sword has turned them into roaring 

lions. Now mount your horse!' 

The leader mounted his horse. The tribe rose to their feet behind him. It was 

the end of late autumn and the beginning of the bitter cold winter. The whole 

tribe stretched out in a long caravan, bound for the Altai. 

(The old man is telling his tale. The room is in semi-darkness. A feeble light 

comes from the lamp burning on the ground beside the tablecloth. My mother 

and Tompi are sleeping in the corner, snuffling. My father and I, perched one 

each side of the old man, are listening eagerly to him. To be honest, I feel as if 

I'm not so much listening to a story as watching an interesting film. No, not 

'interesting': the film is chilling, frightening. Before my eyes appear confused 

pictures. Snow-covered passes beneath a white fog ... in the fog, the long 

caravan plodding along ... a sad song carried in from far away: 'My village 

wanders homeless, crossing over the mountains, mingling with the clouds 

along ridges and through passes.' Suddenly to one side I see sabres drawn for 

battle, and spears flying eagerly upwards. A large army hurls itself whooping 

against the caravan. There is turmoil, shouting, yelling. Whistling arrows. The 

din of clashing shields. Screeching voices, the shrill crying of children. One after 

another, the pictures sweep by in front of me. People on top of the mountain 

gasping in the thin air ... horses toppling from the cliffs and crags into the abyss 

below ... all along the road, the bodies of sheep and goats, dead from 

starvation. Another song is carried to my ears from far off, a song laden with 

grief: 'Down from the tops of the Karatau mountains the caravan makes its 

weary way, and one more tailak6 loses its rider, and one more, day after day ...' 

I have seen many films, but never heard such a plaintive song; it gives me 

goosebumps. I have read many books, but never had to witness such scenes; 

they make the blood in my veins run cold.) 

                                                           
6
 Tailak: a two-year-old camel. 
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The old man continued his story. 

********** 

The caravan had set out at the end of autumn, but it was not until the 

beginning of the following spring that it came at last to the lands this side of 

the Altai mountains. All along the way, people were lost—some to enemy 

swords, some to the winter cold, some to starvation and pestilence. When 

they reached the Altai, only half of the tribe remained. Hardly any of the men 

were left alive. Children, too, were few and far between. Most of the survivors 

were women, old and young. The chief looked at them, and said, 'Tengri has 

sorely tried us, but we have come through. We have reached the appointed 

land. In each and every yurt, the uyks7 are buckled, but the tuyrlyks8 are intact. 

Our cots are out of shape, but we have the hands to straighten them. 

Henceforth, may Tengri distract neither the eyes of our women from their 

children's cradles, nor the ears of our women from our men. And may this 

become the rallying call of our tribe!' 

The heads of those who heard these words of the elder snapped upwards. 

'May this be not only our rallying cry, but also our law!' 

(This strikes me as very strange. I think: what a funny rallying call, and what an 

interesting law. I go on listening to the story.) 

The tribe settled successfully in its new home. For some few years, the 

pastures were filled with cattle, and the homes with people. From each 

dwelling, ten or fifteen youngsters came into God's light, bringing enrichment 

to the tribe. The horses they rode on were each and every one high-stepping 

and fast-galloping, with flowing manes, magnificent tails, and clothes of 

whispering silk and shimmering torka9. The old knew no sorrow, and the young 

no sadness. The farm hands and herdsmen had food in abundance. They were 

surrounded by food. From their flocks and herds, they took enough to eat each 

day, and laid up the rest in store for later. Butter dripped from their mouths. 

                                                           
7
 Uyk: the poles that support the crown of the yurt. 

8
 Tuyrlyk: the felt covering of the yurt. 

9 Torka: very valuable, heavy silk. 
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('That's wonderful!' breathes my father, lying on his side. 'Wonderful.' He sighs 

deeply. The blanket ripples as I give it a shake and make myself more 

comfortable). 

The old man continued, but his narrative now took a different tack. 

********** 

In those ancient times, there was another tribe in the north, called the Orman, 

who built wooden houses and stone fortresses. One day, men from this tribe, 

who had travelled to distant lands on business, came to their leader in great 

excitement. 'Your Highness!' they said. 'Beyond the Sayan mountains, on this 

side of the Altai, we saw a tribe of Alas. We didn't just see them, either. We 

stayed with them for two or three days, doing business and getting better 

acquainted. There is surely no more interesting tribe on the face of the earth.' 

'Oho. Tell me what's interesting about them, then,' ordered their leader. 

'The first thing that surprised us,' replied one of the traders, 'was that the 

people of that tribe are not remotely tempted by gold or silver or precious 

stones.' 

'No, they are tempted,' put in a second man. 'When the old women see some 

glittering trinket, their eyes light up at once, but then they look at their 

husbands and instantly go quiet.' 

'Another oddity,' a third man said. 'They show the most singular respect for 

their women. We saw this in action. A lad stepped over the outstretched legs 

of a seated old woman, and their leader sentenced him to forty lashes, just for 

that.' 

The eyes of the leader's entourage lit up. 'Oh, that is superb!' they cried. 'If 

only it was like that here!' 

'There is something even more interesting,' a fourth man said. 'Women may be 

respected—exalted, even—but it's also common practice to punish them. One 

woman left her cooking pot without a lid on, and the leader cut off her plaits.' 

'Really? What's that all about?' 

'How does the lid come into it?' 
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'That's not a leader—that's a thug!' The leader's entourage were now sounding 

let down. 

'Wait!' The tribal elder came in at this point. 'You have not grasped the 

significance of this. Nomads have a proverb: "When the pot is shorn of its lid, 

the dog is shorn of its conscience." What this is telling us about is discipline, 

rules. Discipline is like the lid of the pot. If discipline is lost, everything is lost: 

conscience, a sense of shame, honour. The leader was hinting at this when he 

did what he did. Secondly, for nomads, the cooking pot is a symbol of 

abundance and wealth. If the people have easy access to abundance and 

wealth, then every man jack among them will stick his snout into the trough—

unless he truly has no desire for such things. These nomads, they use hints and 

gestures all the time to indicate what they mean.' 

The people of the Orman tribe, who considered themselves the most 

intelligent in the world, looked at each other in bewilderment. They frowned, 

and their faces fell. Then one of the traders said, 'The most surprising thing 

about the Alas is that their men live to a great age. For example, their leader is 

a hundred years old and the tribal elder must be one hundred and twenty.' 

At this, the Orman leader, who up to this point had been quite calm, gave a 

start, and leaned  eagerly forward. 'Whoa,' he exclaimed. 'You should have 

started with that. What do they eat and drink?' 

(The old healer looked at my father with a smile. 'Nowhere in the history of 

mankind has there ever been a leader who did not want a long life. That tells 

you their lives were much better than yours and mine.') 

'They eat mostly horse meat and drink some kind of sour fermented mare's 

milk, said one of the traders. 

'All nomads do that, but I have never heard of any who had such long lives. 

There's something else going on here ...' The leader was racking his brains. He 

thought for a while, then asked, 'What is their water like?' 

'Like ours. Clean. Transparent.' 

'And the air?' 
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'No different. It's as clear and ringing as the air above our snowbound steppes 

in winter.' 

'The grass?' 

'Same as ours.' 

'Maybe their wives are young?' 

'Their wives are both young and old.' 

None of these answers brought the leader any joy. Finally, having tried 

everything, he asked, 'Did you talk about this with the nomad men?' 

'Yes.' 

'So what did they say?' 

'They said ...' The traders seemed uneasy, and hesitated, as if they did not 

want to continue. 

'What did they say? Out with it. Quickly!' 

'They said, "The main reason we live so long is ..."' 

Seeing that merchants were once again hesitating, the leader angrily drew his 

sword. 'Who wants his head lopped off?' 

The traders fell to the ground as one. 'Lord, Lord, we will tell you! They told us 

just one thing.' 

'And that was?' 

'Our women don't talk much.' 

The leader sat down heavily. The tribal elder, sitting next to him, sighed. 'If we 

close up our old women's mouths, their backsides will start talking. What a life 

we men have, with women like ours ...' 

                 ********** 

'Enough. Let us leave the Orman and return to our own tribe,' the old man 

went on. 'In fact, the women were the mainstay of the Alas. Thanks to them, 
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the tribe flourished, developed, grew strong, and turned into a powerful 

community. Their leader protected the women, constantly supporting them 

and extolling their virtues. Every time he made a speech, he made reference to 

"our women". Sometimes these words were addressed to men. No, don't 

laugh. Among our cap-wearers you will also quite often come across those with 

long hair…' 

(The old man leaned over and, stretching out his hand, patted me on the head. 

His palm was cool. Clearly, my fever had not yet died down). 

'And while we're on the subject of cap-wearers,' says the old man ... 

********** 

A couple of times a year, the men of this tribe used to go to the mountains for 

a few days to hunt. One day, they were riding through the highlands. They had 

eagles tied to their wrists and were driving their hunting dogs on ahead. Back 

in the smoke-blackened yurts there were only women—old, unmarried, just 

married. This was the beginning of all their misfortunes. 'How come?' you may 

ask. I'll tell you how come. At exactly this moment, as if she'd done it on 

purpose, the oldest and most senior woman of the tribe—the leader's 

mother—died. The women were at a loss. The long, hot days had set in, and a 

dead body would not keep for long. There was no man on hand to dig the 

grave. There was nothing for it. The women took up shovels and went to the 

nearby green pass to dig the old woman's grave. They took turns to dig. To a 

depth of one shovel they turned over black topsoil. To a depth of two shovels 

they turned over clay loam. When one of the diggers had gone down above 

her waist, she saw bluish sand. Something was glittering amongst the sand. 

'Look, what's that?' The woman standing in the grave tossed out a shovel of 

sand, scattering it on top of the loam. The sand was sparkling, twinkling, 

gleaming. The old women were speechless for a moment, their breath trapped 

in their throats.  

With difficulty, they croaked out the word, 'Go-o-ld!' Then they found their 

voices again, and shouted at full volume: 'Go-o-o-old!' 

Back from the mountains came the echo, 'Gold! Gold!' 
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From the forests and groves came an answering 'Gold! Gold!' 

They all rushed to the grave, but the woman already standing in it started to 

swing her shovel furiously, as if it were an axe. 'Stay back!' she cried. 'Or I'll 

hack you to bits. If you want gold, dig it yourselves!' 

Then the women, each picking her own spot, fell to digging, sending dust 

flying. And remarkable though it may seem, after a while every one of them 

began to come across gold. There was gold in every shovelful. They needed 

somewhere to stow their spoils, so they took off their dresses and even their 

underwear. Old women who were usually quick to cry shame and pinch the 

cheeks of any girl who inadvertently showed a bare heel were now stark 

naked, every last one of them, their bodies glistening. Not a single old woman 

was blushing, not a single young girl was embarrassed. Everyone's eyes were 

fixed on the gold. Meanwhile, the dead old woman was rotting in a yurt. 

Soon, the men came back from their hunting. What a sight greeted them: 

empty houses, cold hearths, the old woman's stinking body, and their 

womenfolk naked on the green hillside. They rode up, and from all sides came 

shouts of 'Gold! We've found gold!' 

The tribal elder understood everything at once, and cried out, 'It's the end! 

We're lost! Our life is over!' and fell off his horse. 

The earth had not had time to cool on the grave of the leader's dead mother 

before news of the gold discovered on the land of the Alas spread throughout 

the region, reaching the distant Orman, the closer Obyr, and the Jabir at the far 

end of the world. They all made the same decision: the gold had to be seized 

and the Alas destroyed. But how to destroy them? Each tribe began to wrestle 

with this question. Day and night they thought, thought, thought. They talked 

one with another; they gathered in tight circles to share their opinions. 

'I have it!' said the Orman leader at last. 'We'll overcome them with "wicked 

water". If we can get them used to it, they'll kill themselves.' 

After that, they began to send gifts to the land of Alas—mischievous 'red 

water' and insidious 'clear water', in tubs and vats. 
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The Obyr were not sleeping on the job either. They too were airing a number 

of ideas as to how to get the better of the Alas. 

'Take up arms and fight!' bawled one man, raging. 

'That is so yesterday, observed the leader. 

'Let's try to intimidate them,' offered another, fidgeting as he spoke. 

'A man who rides a horse is afraid of no-one.' 

'Let's dangle something irresistible in front of the warriors and their leader.' 

'They are impervious to such things.' 

Every head had gone down with the sheer hopelessness of the situation, when 

they heard a vile snickering coming from the doorway. The men at the meeting 

were venerable, important; they glanced, scowling, towards the sound, and 

saw a dark-skinned old woman, down on her haunches, with eyes like the 

shiny beads of a mouse, and a gaping mouth. In her hand was a mirror the size 

of her palm. She looked at the leader and laughed. Laughed and said, 'Before 

your mighty power I bow my head. At your miraculous power, I stand amazed. 

Come, show me everyone sitting here turned into monkeys.' 

The mirror flashed, and turned towards the people gathered there. Every one 

of them saw a monkey in the mirror. 

'Before your mighty power I bow my head. At your miraculous power, I stand 

amazed. Now show me everyone sitting here turned into lions.' 

A lion appeared in the mirror. 

'This is a most powerful weapon,' said the old woman, smiling enigmatically. 

'With it, I could bring the whole world to lie at my feet.' 

'Never mind the whole world!' cried the leader. 'Get yourself ready and go to 

the Alas!' The leader was beside himself with joy, and rushed to embrace the 

old woman. 

The next day, at first light, the old woman set off on her long journey. 
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The tribe of Jabir, that lived at the far end of the world, did not immediately 

rush to the Alas, as the Orman and Obyr had done. They waited, watching from 

the wings, to see what would come of the other tribes' tricks and traps. Several 

years went by, and then good news began to filter through to them. At this, 

they chose a woman with golden hair and a face white as snow, one who knew 

all the ways of cunning and guile and was able to speak beautifully, sending 

words stealing deep into the soul. They readied her for a journey. 

This woman travelled for a week, and the week became a month, and then she 

saw a group of old women crawling on all fours on the hillside. Before them 

was the stone statue of a man. The old women were hugging him, hugging him 

and falling down. Falling down and crying. 

'Hey, what are you doing? Who's this?' asked the woman with the face white 

as snow. 

The old women looked round sharply and jumped to their feet. When they had 

collected themselves, they said, 'Our God. Who are you?' 

'Where I come from, it's the old women who are in charge,' she replied. 'I have 

been looking for you. We consider every woman in the world a goddess. Come, 

let me kiss the soles of your feet.' With that, the woman with the snow-white 

face fell on the ground in front of them. 

'No, no, don't do that!' cried the old women. 'We should be kissing your feet.' 

And with that, they themselves fell down before the woman with golden hair. 

From that time on, the old women started making a huge fuss of the white-

faced woman. When she was in someone's house, she sat importantly in the 

place of honour, and when she was out and about, she stood proudly in front 

of the womenfolk, like a peahen. And there was no man who was prepared to 

challenge her. Even if all he said was, 'Oh yes?' the women immediately told 

him to "push off". By this time, the men had lost the power they had once had 

over the old women; they were no longer gods. Nor was there any man left 

among them who could possibly be a god. They were all sozzled on the 'miracle 

water' the Orman sent them, and spent days at a time lying around in their 

yurts. They neglected absolutely everything. They didn't go and find their cattle 

good pasture—the womenfolk had to do that themselves. Meanwhile, the 
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folks at home just sat there from morning to evening, never taking their eyes 

off the mirror of the old woman from the tribe of Obyr. Magic mirror! It shows 

you things that are far away as if they are right here, in the palm of your hand. 

And the things you'll see there: a bull riding a calf, girls riding young guns, the 

flash of a knife, naked embraces, wild dances, people possessed—it shows you 

everything! Everything. Oh my Lord. The young girls and the young guns see all 

this and their blood starts to fizz. Hands slide beneath hems, the girls are ready 

to bring shame on themselves. And what did the white-faced woman do, with 

all this going on? She gathered the old women together in a white yurt and 

started them talking. 'It turns out,' she said, 'that your children are feeble, and 

your men are nothing much to look at and feel the cold.' 

This made the old women sit up. 'Why?' they asked. 

The white-faced woman jabbed her finger towards a house in which there was 

no hole except the entrance, and no light except from the shanyrak10, and said, 

'How can there be beauty in the face and strength in the body in a house 

where the sunlight never falls and the wind never pays a visit? But never mind 

the men and children! You old women look no better.' 

'What should we do?' asked the old women. 

'You need to fold back the irge11 and make lots of holes in the felt.' 

'That's a good idea!' said the old women, and they folded back the irge and 

made holes all over the felt. But still the wind refused to blow in. 

'What's wrong?' The old women stared quizzically at the white-faced woman. 

'The road leading to your tribal lands is all blocked by thick forest. The trees are 

holding back the wind.' 

Without thinking twice, the Alas women set fire to the forest. In an instant, red 

flames began to rush greedily upwards. Trees burned day and night, raising 

clouds of smoke. In the end, the whole forest, once so dense that no dog could 

so much as stick his nose in it, and where no foot of a wild boar had ever 

                                                           
10

 Shanyrak: a ring of wood on top of the yurt; a chimney. 
11

 Irge: the lower part of a yurt, its base. 
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trodden, was gone. Where the fire had burned, nothing remained except the 

stripped slopes and peak of the mountain. 

And then, from east, west and all round, a light breeze began to blow. The old 

women clapped their hands for joy. The men bared their chests to the breeze. 

They started once more to be handsome, and to recover their strength. Who 

could have thought that such a blessing existed? Unhappily, the blessing was 

short-lived. The breeze became a stiff wind. The stiff wind became a storm. For 

days and nights, the storm screamed like a camel and howled like a dog. It 

would die down for a short time, then start to rage once more with renewed 

strength. It hissed into the irge like a snake, and whistled out through the door 

like a departing dragon. Raging, the storm cut through solid flesh, chilling folk 

to the bone. Babies lay moaning in their cradles, while men sat on the 

doorstep coughing wretchedly. The old women looked timidly around, trying 

to find the white-faced woman. She had disappeared without a trace. Her 

disappearance marked the start of another attack. Whether it fell from the sky 

or crawled up out of the ground or blew in on the wind, none could say; but 

there appeared among the tribe an unknown epidemic. At first, it was found 

among animals and livestock. In the flocks, sheep twisted their heads to one 

side and spun in maddened circles until they fell. In the herds, the stallions 

chased after their own mothers and attacked them. Camels swung their 

fearsome knees into their own offspring. Dogs bit their masters. Then came 

the turn of the people. Men hurled themselves at their infant daughters. Old 

women pulled their sons down on top of them. Children stopped 

communicating with their parents, talking instead only with the mirror in their 

hands. Nobody knew what they were talking about. Their language was 

incomprehensible. 

Seeing all this, the tribal elder gave way to inconsolable grief, and cried, 'Now 

they are the living dead. The sun will set on our tribe.' Those were his last 

words. 

********** 

'And so, my dear friends, a once flourishing tribe passed away.' The old healer 

had finished his tale. 

My father sighed sorrowfully, and I wept. 
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Many years went by, and once again I caught a bad chill, and fell ill. I turned to 

my father, who was sitting beside me. 'Do you remember that old healer?' I 

asked him. 'The old man who told us the story about the Alas tribe when I was 

sick as a child?' 

My father looked at me for a long time, and tears glittered in his eyes. 

'Fate is hard, Dad. Isn't that right?' I asked. 

Wiping away his tears, his father said, 'Son, get yourself well ...' 

My eyes were dimmed with tears. I was thinking about the Alas. It was not 

difficult to guess who my father was thinking about, looking at me, his son, and 

seeing all our mothers' sons, and the very future of his beloved people … 

--------------------------------------------------------------- 
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